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Ratings are a new way of rating airmen at the local level (rating at wing or center) instead of rating
all airmen. The ratings are based on the amount of flying hours and type of experience the airman

has. Units receive a score based on the percentage of airman that they have rated since they
started. The best airmen in a unit receive stars based on that unit's score. The only way to increase
a unit's score is to receive many airmen. All rated airmen count towards the unit's score but do not

have to have the same rating. Each rating receives a number of stars based on the amount of
airman. The bigger a unit's score the more stars they receive. Example: To get 4 stars a unit must
have at least 100 rated airmen that have flown 40 hours in the last year. To receive a star it must

have at least 70% of the airman rated since they started flying. Units with 4 or more stars are rated
and get the stars on their checklists. Units can receive 0 to 4 stars. A rating is done for each rating

cycle at the unit level (wings or centers). The following ratings are used for evaluation: R:
Instrument Rating GS: General Proficiency Rating S: Specific Proficiency Rating P: Specialized

Proficiency Rating (Rating cycles are listed below) Example: If a unit begins with 20% rated airman
the unit gets 1 star but begins with 100% rated airman the unit gets 2 stars. To maintain 3 stars a
unit should have at least 50% of the airman rated the last rating cycle. Example: To keep 3 stars a
unit must have at least 35% rated airman since the last rating cycle. Example: To increase a unit's

score from 3 to 4 stars a unit must have at least 100% rated airman. RATING CYCLE RATING
TARGET STARS 100% OF THE AIMAN 1% TO 50% 1 STAR 50% TO 70% 2 STAR 70% 6d1f23a050
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